In this paper we consider stochastic recursive equations of sumtype
Introduction
Stochastic recursive equations of the sum and max-type arise in a great variety of problems with a recursive stochastic component as in the probabilistic analysis of algorithms or in combinatorial optimization problems. For a list of examples in these areas see the recent survey of Aldous and Bandyopadhyay (2004) on max-recursive equations and Neininger and Rüschendorf (2004a) on additive equations. In particular the limiting distribution of parameters of algorithms of divide and conquer type leads typically for additive parameters like path length or insertion depth in random trees to equations of the sum-type while parameters like worst case behaviour, height of random trees and others lead typically to equations of max-type. The contraction method is an effective tool for proving limit theorems and existence and uniqueness results for recursive algorithms and in particular for recursive equations. The method was introduced for the analysis of the Quicksort algorithm in Rösler (1991) and then developed further independently in Rösler (1992) and Rachev and Rüschendorf (1995) (this paper was submitted in 1990). It was then used and extended to the analysis of a large variety of algorithms in a series of papers; see in particular Rösler (2001) and Neininger and Rüschendorf (2004a , 2004b , 2005 which give general and easy to apply conditions for convergence results. The contraction method has also been successfully applied to some nonlinear stochastic equations as e.g. for the analysis of iterated function systems, random fractal measures and fractal stochastic processes (see [24, 12, 13, 14] ). There has been an extensive literature on the characterization and existence of additive equations of the sum-type (as for branching type processes) and quite general existence results are known for the homogeneous nonnegative case (see [2, 3, 4, 7, 17] and [18] ). Contraction arguments based on suitable probability metrics for this problem are given in [26, 24, 5] . In particular the minimal L s -metric s and the Zolotarev metric ζ s have been applied to stochastic equations. For sum recursions the metrics 2 and ζ s are particularly well suited. They yield good contraction factors for the distributional operator T on the set M s of distributions with finite s-th moments T : M s → M s (s = 2 in case 2 ) (1.1)
where (X i ) are iid copies of X and (A i , b),1≤i≤K are independent of (X i ) and d = denotes equality in distribution. One obtains:
if EX = EY and for all s > 0
see [26, 23, 24] . For 0 < s ≤ 1, s has the same good contraction factor E K i=1 |A i | s as the ζ s −metric but for 1 < s < 2 one only obtains
for any coupling (X, Y ) with E(Y − X) = 0 with a constant K s > 1 see Rachev and Rüschendorf (1992 For max-type recursions it has been established in Rachev and Rüschendorf (1992, 1995) and Neininger and Rüschendorf (2005) that the minimal L s -metric s is also well suited even not being an ideal metric in the sense of Zolotarev. For the max operator
where again (X i ) are iid copies of X, independent of (A i , b i ),1≤i≤K, and denotes the maximum one obtains for any s > 0
The contraction properties in (1.3)-(1.6) can be extended to random K or to K = ∞ as well as to Banach spaces but in this paper we restrict to the case of distributions and random variables in IR
1
. If not necessary we will use freely random variables or their distributions as arguments of the metrics.
For the application of contraction arguments to the problem of existence and characterization of solutions in the sum case it is important to be able to apply the s -metrics also in domain 1 ≤ s ≤ 2 since they allow to obtain much easier upper estimates for the sum-recursive equation in (1.1) compared to the Zolotarev metric ζ s . In section 2 we prove that in spite of the bad contraction factor K s in (1.4) one can get existence and uniqueness results for sum recursions w.r.t. s for any 1 < s ≤ 2 under the natural contraction condition
The proof of this result uses a coupling construction based on weighted branching trees. We then extend the existence results without using any moment conditions on the solutions. To this aim we introduce a new variant of the minimal L s -metric called 0 s which allows to apply contraction arguments without involving moment conditions. This extension of the applicability of s metrics to the analysis of sum equations is the main contribution of this paper. As consequence of these developments we obtain an interesting equivalence theorem which establishes a one to one relationship between the set of all solutions of homogeneous and inhomogeneous additive recursive equations. For max-recursive sequences the minimal L s -metrics s have been shown in a recent paper of Neininger and Rüschendorf (2005) to be ideally suited for existence and stability results. In section 4 we establish the corresponding one to one relationship for max-recursive sequences.
We also give an analogue of Guivarchs transformation method for sum recursions (see [10] ) to the case of max-recursive equations. This principle allows to transfer nonnegative solutions of additive stochastic equations to max-recursive equations. A central role in this transformation is taken by the Weibull distribution and the solution set constructed this way can be seen as set of random scaled Weibull distributions. In operator language this transfer was detected recently by Rösler (2003) . A basic source for max equations arises from limits of max recursive sequences. We end the paper by an application of the recent limit theorem for max-recursive algorithms in [21] to the limit for the worst case of FIND, which is characterized by a max-recursive stochastic equation.
2 Additive recursive equations -analysis by s -metrics
We use synonymously also the notation s (X, Y ) or s (X, µ) for the distance of the corresponding distributions. While s (µ, ν) in (2.1) is defined for all µ, ν ∈ M it will be finite only if ν is in the s surrounding M s (µ) of µ,
For any µ ∈ M s -the class of all probability measures with finite s-th moments -holds
For s ≥ 1 we will additionally have to consider subsets of M s (µ), where the first moment is fixed to have the value c,
Let T denote the operator on the set of probability measures corresponding to (
The s -metrics have the following contraction properties w.r.t. the operator T . 
where 
Theorem 2.2 Assume that η s < 1 and consider the stochastic equation
Proof:
Without loss of generality we may assume that U = V (otherwise we may use a suitable measure preserving transformation). Thus (U, W ) is a coupling of 
This is similar to a) using conditions b1) resp. b2) to establish that
The contraction and existence uniqueness-result can be found in this case in Rösler (1992) for s = 2 resp. in Rachev and Rüschendorf (1995) . The extension to the classes
allows to consider more general stochastic equations including e.g. characterizations of the Cauchy distribution by an equation of the form
where
) a Cauchy distributed rv random variables -where
0 ≤ A i , A 1 + A 2 + A 3 = 1 and E(A s 1 + A s 2 ) < 1 for some s ≤ 1.
Theorem 2.2 a) then implies that the Cauchy distribution
For the case of interest that 1 < s < 2 only the contraction property in (2.7) with an additional contraction factor K s > 1 is available. Our next aim is to establish an existence and uniqueness result in M 1 for this case under the natural contraction condition η s < 1 which extends the case s = 2 in part b) of Theorem 2.2.
Theorem 2.4 (Existence and uniqueness in M
Proof: For the proof we establish in the first step that the m−th 
Then Z m , W m satisfy the recursive structure
where By the multiplicative structure and using the independence assumptions we obtain from the Woyczynski inequality (see
For this estimate equality of first moments is needed. Passing to the minimal L s -metric s we obtain 
One can state a corresponding existence and uniqueness result with respect to the Zolotarev metric ζ s for any
Finiteness of ζ s (µ, ν) implies equality of the first m difference moments
Proposition 2.6 Let s > 0, and µ 0 ∈ M be a probability measure such that As consequence of Proposition 2.6 we obtain that given the contraction condition η s < 1, the problem of existence of a fixed point is equivalent with finding an element µ 0 ∈ M such that ζ s (µ 0 , T µ 0 ) < ∞. W.r.t. the s -metrics the same is true for 0 < s ≤ 1 in M s (µ 0 ). For the interesting case 1 ≤ s ≤ 2 we get a characterization of fixed points in M s (µ 0 , c) ⊂ M 1 . In the next step we want to remove the first moment condition for the s -metrics. To that aim we introduce for any (µ, ν) . In the next theorem we will see that this finiteness is sufficient for a general existence result for solutions of the stochastic recursive equation
Theorem 2.8 (Existence and uniqueness in M)
iid copies of (X, Y ). Furthermore, define couplings of T µ, T µ 0 by
Since 0 s (µ 0 , T µ 0 ) < ∞ we obtain by the triangle inequality for 
Then we obtain as in (2.19) 
As consequence of Theorems 2.8 and 2.2 we obtain the following characterization of the existence of solutions.
Corollary 2.9 Let 0 < s ≤ 2 and η
has a solution if and only if there exists some µ 0 ∈ M such that
(2.31) 
Remark 2.10 In particular the extended contraction results for the smetrics allow to characterize stable distributions as unique solutions of the associated stochastic equations in
M s (µ 0 ) resp. M 0 s (µ 0 ). Let 0 < α < 2, let U beX d =U 1/α X 1 + (1 − U ) 1/α X 2 (2.33) in M s (µ 0 ) if 0 < α < s ≤ 1, resp. in M 0 s (µ 0 ) if 1 ≤ α < s ≤ 2.
Homogeneous and inhomogeneous additive recursive equations
In this section we obtain as application of the contraction results established in section 2 a one to one relationship between solutions of homogeneous and inhomogeneous linear stochastic equations. Consider the inhomogeneous equation
with induced operator T on M and the corresponding homogeneous equation
with induced operator T 0 . To establish a one to one relationship we assume that b ∈ L s and further the natural contraction condition
In section 2 we have obtained various conditions on existence and uniqueness of solutions of (3.1), (3.2). 
Theorem 3.1 (homogeneous and inhomogeneous equations)
). Thus again by Theorems 2.2 a) and Theorem 2.8 we obtain a unique solution µ 0 of the homogeneous equation 
the solution sets of the homogeneous resp. inhomogeneous equations (either in terms of distributions or in terms of random variables
). If Y ∈ L 0 ∩ L 1 , EY = c and 1 ≤ s ≤ 2, then with µ 0 d = Y it holds that M s (µ 0 ) = M s (µ 0 ,
c). We obtain as consequence from Theorem 2.8 and Theorem 3.1 existence and uniqueness of solutions in

b) For the Quicksort recursion
with C(U ) = 2U log U + 2(1 − U ) log(1 − U ) + 1 Fill and Janson (2000) characterized the set of all solutions of (3.4) by (⊕ denoting independent sums) ) with location parameter µ and scale parameter σ, C(µ, 0) = ε µ . The method of proof [8] applied to the homogeneous equation yields also that 
, see (2.12) ) and the set of all solutions of (3.7) is given by
The proof follows using (3.6) from Theorems 2.2, 2.4, and Theorem 3.1. 2
Max-recursive sequences
In this section we consider max-recursive equations of the kind
where (X i ) are iid copies of X and A i , b i are random coefficients independent of (X r ). The r.h.s. of (4.1) induces an operator T :
and L(X) ∈ M s , then also T X ∈ M s and then T can be considered as operator M s → M s . The following existence and uniqueness result for max recursive equations was stated in Neininger and Rüschendorf (2005) based on the contraction property in (1.6). Note that in the max case any s > 0 is allowed. Similarly to the sum case we obtain as consequence a one to one relation between the set L of the solutions of the inhomogeneous equation
and the set L 0 of solutions of the homogeneous equation
We denote the corresponding distributional operators by T and T 0 . 
Proof:
a) The proof follows from Theorem 4.1. Let µ 0 = ε 0 ; then 
< ∞ and Theorem 4.1 implies the result.
2 By Theorem 4.2 there is a one-to-one relationship between the set L of solutions of the inhomogeneous max-recursive equation and the set L 0 of solutions of the homogeneous max-recursive equation. In the case of nonnegative coefficients A j ≥ 0, the homogeneous max-recursive equation
can be related to the homogeneous additive recursive equation
where α is chosen such that E 
denote the operator on the distribution functions corresponding to (4.5). Then Rösler (2003) showed that for any nonnegative solution W (α) of the additive equation (4.6),
is a d.f. and
i.e. F 0 is a solution of the max-recursive equation (4.6). We can interpret Rösler's analytic construction stochastically as an analogue of a transformation of Guivarch (1990) given there for the sum case. is a solution of the max-recursive equation (4.5).
Proof: We verify that the d.f. of X is identical to Rösler's distribution F 0 in (4.9).
Alternatively, we may use the max-stability of the Weibull distribution. Let
i.e. X is a solution of (4.5). Grübel and Rösler (1996) as the unique solution S 0 in M 2 of the fixed point equation Max-recursive stochastic equations arise under quite general conditions as limits of max-recursive algorithms as was shown recently in Neininger and Rüschendorf (2005) . We finish this paper by restating this limit result as a interesting source of max-recursive equations. We then give an application of this limit theorem to the worst case behaviour of FIND where the limiting fixed point equation was stated in (4.14) and discussed above.
Consider a max-recursive algorithm (Y n ) of divide and conquer type,
where I (n) r are subgroup sizes, b r (n) are random toll terms, A r (n) are random weights and (Y (r) n ) are iid copies of (Y n ), independent also of (A r (n), b r (n), I (n) ). For a limiting result (after normalization) the following conditions were given in [21] . Assume that the coefficients converge in L 
